
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recovery is underway in many sites it seems and covers can be seen dotted all around the city as soil 
temperatures took another plunge this week. The forecast currently though seems like 70’s are a possibility 
for many of us and even the guys on the north shore should benefit from that in the near to medium term. As I 
have visited more locations the glorious inconsistency of who did what and how it worked out has been 
disarmingly frustrating. There are some incredible stories of doing nothing and looking impeccable in a tree 
lined tight site to doing nothing and 30-50% damage in an open sunny site. Turf managers who broke ice 24 
hours after it formed still had some ‘perfume’ while others who didn’t even let ice form have four greens 
covered. Some of you would take only four greens covered, but from the perspective of play it’s still causing 
some questions, especially as we are into summer golf and scoring.  
 
It is Easter weekend so I hope everyone has an enjoyable period prior to what will be a very active period 
based on the current weather forecast! 
 
The CDGA and MAGCS have put together an extensive survey regarding what happened. There are 30+ 
straightforward questions which take a look at what you did before and during the winter and the result of 
your efforts. It won’t take a long time to fill it out but it would be greatly appreciated to see if there was any 
consistent pattern to be discerned. If you have filled out the survey already please disregard. 
http://cp.mcafee.com/d/k-Kr6h8i6zqb9EV73CjhOeKOrKrpohvo7nd79JBx5Zws-
Mrpohvo78TdEThhvjs7czzvMS14_Mlp0zL00jtA2eY01dK4bEeIcLZvCkTDAm7eLsKyOUVPWtQTXzKmKDp55mUVPBgY-
F6lK1FJ4S-
rKrKr9PCJhbcathK9DOOJo5vbsLBcjKyMoB2vNaOffdDJBv1iKArkU02rv7cndwLQzh0dOgcvipEwbCy0i3wA86y0Qg0ba4_ylAu
uq81xK9DONJAsrjYbe 

 
Climate: 
 
This week has ended nicely but it definitely was not a good start after the fine finish to last week. 
Temperatures had risen into the low 60’s for many but then took a nose dive back to high 20’s with snow 
Monday through Wednesday (Figure 1). The wind I felt on Wednesday still had a lot of bite to it as well so 
temperatures were still suppressed into Thursday especially along the lake.  Soil temperatures have climbed 
and fallen though as always they have been somewhat buffered in comparison to the air temperatures. The 
values at Sunshine Course (Figure 1) could be as much as 15°F ahead of the north side of Chicago. The 
temperatures are around mefluidide application time right now though further now it’s probably a few days 
away. Amazingly we are smack dab in the middle of timing for the proxy primo application for guys that are 
considering it. 
 
The problem for many of us is now that despite the death of Poa annua plants, there is a pretty good seed 
bank of cousins and brothers and all sorts of other long lost relatives available and ready to take the place of 
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the long gone relatives. Germination for Poa doesn’t even need light1, to the battle for control of putting 
surfaces will begin all over again. Hot temperatures (>85°F) would help to get bentgrass aggressively growing 
right now while also inhibiting Poa germination, but that’s not going to happen. Photoperiod will not be a 
limiting factor2 for bentgrass germination as a minimum of 8hrs is required of indirect light to get it popping – 
the temperature however is the greater issue. 
 

 
Figure 1. Air temperatures and soil temperatures at Sunshine Course, Lemont IL (A Southwest Chicago suburb) 
 
Moisture and precipitation came in the form of solid particles this week although some liquid did land on soil 
profiles – which really helped to soften any initial problems with irrigation systems. This week saw just over a 
total of 0.6” measured at the Golf House (Figure 2) but there was some variability around the locales reporting 
amounts closer to an inch. The more consistent nature of the rainfall would have made a big difference on 
freshly prepared seed beds also. 
 

 
Figure 2. Precipitation for April 2014 at Sunshine Course, Lemont IL (A Southwest Chicago suburb). 
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I return to my favorite topic of light this week as the sun has finally started to show itself. Inconsistency has 
been the pattern for the month and cloudy days have really not helped the bentgrass at a time of the year 
when it needs all of the environmental benefits it can get for the battle with Poa (Figure 3). The lack of light is 
far more inconsistent than the temperatures and so it meant that snow was still found in dark corners into the 
early part of the second week of April. 
 

 
Figure 3. Daily light integrals, April 2014, Sunshine Course, Lemont IL (A Southwest Chicago suburb). 

 
Disease: 
 
Rhizoctonia cerealis did indeed show up this week with a nice sample growing slowly on the ¼ strength PDA 
right now in the lab. Most likely it is yellow patch based on the climatic conditions we have experienced. 
Yellow patch symptoms usually turn up as yellow to orange patch between 6-12 inches in diameter, usually 
with yellow margins (Picture 1). Sometimes margins are reddish brown. Patches may be found dispersed 
regularly over the putting surface. Yellow patch seems to have no preference between Poa and bentgrass as 
far as infection. Yellow patch is a cool season disease and is driven by cool wet weather – which we would 
have run into last week 5-12th more so than this week. The problem can be most intense in shaded conditions 
but once weather warms up, turfgrasses tend to grow out of it and the impact is minimized. Once 
temperatures drop below 40 °F the fungus tends to become inactive so activity was probably yo-yo in a sense 
over the last two weeks. The pathogen is most active when temperatures are between 50°F and 65°F which courses 
on the south side and further south down state have undoubtedly seen – north of the city and close to the lake may not 
consistently ran into these temperatures yet. 
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Picture 1. Yellow tips of poa/bent fairways in Chicago this week 

 
I am still seeing some impact from heavy snow mold pressure (Picture 2) and recovery will be gradual once 
temperatures consistently warm up – but patience is required.  
 

 
Picture 2. Moon surface / snow mold impact seen this week in the Chicago area 

 
Insects: 
 
No activity noted as of right now. 
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Weeds: 
 
We are as noted in the middle of trinexapac-ethyl / ethephon application timing while mefluidide is arriving quickly. 
We are also in the middle of pre emergent application timing. The extreme cold we have suffered would make you 
hopeful that there would have been some natural kill of crabgrass – but that is me being optimistic probably! 
 
Management strategy: 
 
Fertility applications are underway and a majority of people are finalizing plans for the season. Just one issue that has 
arisen is micronutrients and how to handle them. Undoubtedly the micronutrients are hugely important, but making 
applications of single specific micronutrients can be difficult. The reason they are considered micronutrients is that they 
are needed in very small amounts. There can be some astounding results with the application of materials but there is a 
fine line between sufficiency and toxicity. That being the case making applications of micronutrient packages is a safer 
option rather than making a specific application of a product that may need as little as 0.1 oz/acre which is extremely 
difficult to mix into a tank. The micronutrient packages are also produced with plant need and toxicity in mind – there is 
always going to be very small amounts of things like boron versus magnesium. The reason being magnesium is 
found/used in greater amounts in the plant while boron toxicity is very easy to trigger3. 
 
Reference: 
1. McElroy, J.S., R.H. Walker, G.R. Wehtje, and E. van Santen. 2004. Annual bluegrass (Poa annua) populations 
exhibit variation in germination response to temperature, photoperiod, and fenarimol. Weed Sci. 52: 47-52. 
 
2. Copeland, L.O. (ed.) 1978. Rules for testing seed. J. Seed Technol. 3:37. 

3. Reike, P. E. Correcting micronutrient deficiencies in turf. 

http://archive.lib.msu.edu/tic/mitgc/article/1972110.pdf  

Research Update: 
 
Currently we have two projects wrapping up – one looking at snow mold and one looking at winter recovery 
using various forms of fertility. Fertility projects have not shown anything as of yet but the snow mold trial 
certainly has had differences (Picture 3) and once reports are compiled we will be discussing it. New projects 
have gone in the ground at sites such as Evanston GC, Rolling Green CC, Cog Hill and upcoming trials will go 
down at North Shore CC, Midlothian amongst others.  
 

 
Picture 3. Snow mold trials showing disease control differences as well as spring recovery differences 
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Finally!!! 
 
This week Sunshine Course would really like to thank John ‘JT’ Turner and Chad Hauth for their donations to 
help the course and the program. We are very grateful for everyone that steps up to help the course each 
year. 
Last week was of course caused by a lack of oxygen due to prolonged periods of ice cover that many courses 
suffered from which then basically suffocated fish leaving some very unsightly foul smelling lakes this spring. A 
leaderboard will be put up in two weeks time. This week is not as gruesome on fish – but the grass doesn’t 
look very healthy!  
WHAT caused this?? 
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Dr. Lee Miller’s most recent report is linked below, dated 04/09/14 

 

 
 
 

http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update04_09_14.cfm 
 

As always if you have a question or query please do not hesitate to ask, and you can call or email. 

Ed Nangle PhD 
Director of Turfgrass Programs 

Chicago District Golf Association 
11855 Archer Ave 
Lemont, IL 60439 
P 630.685.2307 
C 630.423.1925 

Twitter @turfresearch / @cdgaresearchmgr 
www.cdgaturf.org 
enangle@cdga.org 
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